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Serving Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan

Exclusive 
Representatives for:

RPM strives to be the premier manufacturers representative of electric motors and related 
products. Our goal has always been complete customer satisfaction. We will continue to 
offer friendly, reliable service and ensure that our products meet or exceed design and 
application expectations.

J.R. Merritt Controls
Offering operator chair systems, joysticks 
and custom controls for crane and 
machine control

Pintzsch Bubenzer
Offering disk and drum brakes, motor 
mounted disk brakes, IP67 motor or gear 
box mounted, snag protection, brake 
monitoring systems, storm brakes, hoist 
drum e-brakes, AIS standard & mill duty, 
brake by wire cap or radio control and 
ATEX Intrinsically Safe products

Reuland
Offering specialty motors, elevator 
flange & foot mounts, crane & hoist 
solutions, Navy-MIL solutions, Marine 
solutions, nuclear solutions, brakes and 
couplings, high speed and partial motors, 
synchronous/PM AC motors, inverter and 
vector duty motors as well as custom 
designs

Tatung
Offering low voltage NEMA frame motors, 
US inventory, NEMA premium efficiency, 
IEEE-841, Hollow and Solid Shaft Vertical 
Motors, Stainless Steel and Crusher Duty 
motors

T-T Electric
Offering DC & AC Square Frame motors 
up to 3000 hp, DC mill duty motors, NEMA 
& IEC designs, ATEX motors, full stock of 
IEC motors in both IE2 and IE3 efficiency 
levels, motors with IP23 and IP55 ratings, 
and low inertia high performance designs

Avtron
Offering industrial encoders, incremental 
and absolute encoders, with Severe 
Duty and Heavy Mill Duty ratings, with 
Explosion Proof and ATEX ratings, 
mounting options for hollow-shaft, c-face 
and foot-mount, stainless steel options

Benshaw
Offering solid state reduced voltage 
electric motor control, motor protection 
and variable frequency drives, as well as 
motor controls from 208 V through 15 kV 
with horsepower ranges from fractional 
to 60,000 hp

Bonitron
Offering solutions for AC drives, 
overvoltage, undervoltage, common bus, 
power quality and line regeneration

Frizlen
Offering flat and tubular resistors, IP54 
and IP67 enclosed resistors and wire 
round potentiometers

HBC Radiomatic
Offering radio controls for industry, hand 
held controls, belly boxes, specialty 
and custom controls, overhead cranes, 
construction cranes and solutions 
for material handling, mining, mobile 
equipment and conveyors

Hyundai Electric
Offering induction machines (2300-
13.8kV), “Drop-In” replacements or 
retrofits, and solutions for power 
generation, water & wastewater, oil & gas 
and pulp & paper


